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INTRODUCTION

The Lubavitcher Chassidic recordings issued by NICHACH ("Niguni Chasidim") Lubavitch, songs of Chasidic Rebbe Chaim Menahem Mendel Schneerson, are acclaimed for their soulful expression of the inner world of the Chasidic soul. The recordings have been widely distributed throughout the Chasidic world and have gained widespread popularity among Jews of all ages and backgrounds.

The melody of "Higole No" is based on the famous text of the Rebbe's "Kisei No". It was composed by Rabbi Shalom Ber Gorodetsky, a prominent Chasidic singer and composer.

This song conveys a deep sense of longing and yearning, expressing the innermost feelings of the Chasidic soul. It has become a beloved part of Chasidic prayer and song, sung in synagogues, yeshivas, and homes around the world.

Enjoy the beauty of this timeless melody, filled with the warmth and depth of Chasidic spirituality.

1. HU ELOKEINU

2. RIBONO SHELO OLOM

3. NIGUN RIKUD

4. HIGOLE NO

5. NIGUN

6. NIGUN GA-AGULIM

7. NIGUN SIMCHO

8. ASHREINU

9. ASHREI ESH

10. NIGUN SIMCHO

11. FESTIVAL NIGUEN

12. OCHNEIN ATO

13. KI ONU AMECHO

14. NAFSHEI

15. NIGUN SIMCHO

---

Please do not play this record on the Sabbath & Jewish holidays.
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